
Materials & Tools

• AMAco® Wire-Form® - Studio Mesh, 3/8” Pattern
• AMAco® Wire-Form® - craft Wire, Aluminum
• AMAco® Sculptamold®

• Mixing container
• safety gloves
• scissors
• Acrylic Paint 

objective: Students will create their own 
Sun God Sculptures similar to the stone 
sculpture the Aztecs carved.

This project is suitable for grades 5-8.

national Visual Art standards Addressed:

1. understanding the visual arts in relation 
to history and culture.

2. understanding and applying media, 
techniques, and processes.

3. using knowledge of structures and 
functions.

4. choosing a range of subject matter, 
symbols, and ideas.

5. refl ecting upon and assessing the 
characteristics of artwork.

6. Making connections between visual arts 
and other disciplines.

sun scuLPturE WITH WIrEForM®
 & scuLPtAMoLD®     BY cHAD cHrIscInsKE

LESSON PLAN #30

Aztecs thought that they were 
living in the last creation of the world. 
Each creation was thought of as a sun. 
they began creating sun stone sculptures 
in honor of the sun god in belief that it would 
help prevent the end of the world from 
happening. these sculptures tended to 
have the face of the sun god depicted in 
the center.
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InstructIons:

1. create a 1/2 round armature using Wire-Form® studio Mesh.  
sometimes it helps to push the mesh into a bowl or form over a shape in 
order to create the contour you like. 

2. cut triangles out of the mesh in different sizes in order to create the rays 
coming from the sun.  Fold the triangles in half and slightly reopen them, 
creating a pyramid type form. Attach these rays to your armature, created 
in step 1, with craft Wire.

3. once the entire armature is created begin covering all of it with sculpta-
mold®. Force the sculptamold into the mesh allowing it to create  
a strong bond.

4. After the entire form is covered, begin creating facial features in the  
center of the sun to represent the face of the sun God.

5. Allow the piece to completely dry and then decorate the  
outside surface with acrylic paint.

notes:

Have your students look at pictures of the ancient sun stone sculptures 
done by the Aztecs.  Ask the questions about similarities they see in them. 
Also have them identify the different moods of the faces and the different 
symbols used on them.
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For more ideas, visit our craft Library at amaco.com


